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 Unique in every way.
The new T-Cross is as versatile as the people for whom it was built – 

individuals who don’t allow any one thing to define themselves. 

They’re much more than that. They want more – and they get more. 

Get ready to be captivated by a car that doesn’t fit in any box and 

is unique in every aspect. Just like you.

Standard equipment in the new T-Cross S Standard in the T-Cross Life LF Standard in the T-Cross Style ST Optional extra SO
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05The new T-Cross – Exterior highlights
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 Turning routine into 
 something special.
There’s nothing standard about it. Leave convention behind with the new T-Cross Style: 

a host of exterior features and design details ensures a lasting impression from the first time 

you lay eyes on it. You’ll find it hard to look away.

Standard equipment in the new T-Cross S Standard in the T-Cross Life LF Standard in the T-Cross Style ST Optional extra SO
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07The new T-Cross – Exterior highlights 

02 Be a guiding light: The LED headlights in the 
new T-Cross make quite an impression thanks to their 
striking design – the dynamic hockey-stick shape of 
the integrated LED daytime running light is especially 
distinctive. Meanwhile, the o-shaped chrome element 
in the bumper that surrounds the cornering light is 
guaranteed to draw attention. ST

03 Embrace the modern design of your new T-Cross 
with open arms. The view from behind is just as arres-
ting – the rear with its striking reflector strips and 
LED tail lights is guaranteed to turn heads wherever 
you go. ST

Standard equipment in the new T-Cross S Standard in the T-Cross Life LF Standard in the T-Cross Style ST Optional extra SO

1) Feature offered by Volkswagen R GmbH. Please refer to www.volkswagen.com for additional information.
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Exterior details

01 You decide which wheels will best enhance the 
look of your new T-Cross. And with a wide range to 
choose from, you’re spoilt for choice. The 18-inch 
Nevada alloy wheels are just one option¹⁾. SO
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09The new T-Cross – Personalisation

Show your colours.
Take advantage of the optional Energetic Orange design package and make your new T-Cross Style 

even more dazzling. It’s the perfect option for those who make no compromise when it comes to 

individuality or character. Be bold! It can be grey out there on the road – but you don’t have to be. SO

01 A real eye-catcher: The Transition décor with 
3D design in Energetic Orange and Grey is an arresting 
design highlight. SO

02 The seat upholstery for the central and inner 
panels is decked out in Orange and Ceramique for a 
modern, cool aesthetic. The colours certainly enhance 
the look of the sports comfort seats. SO

03 The 18-inch Köln alloy wheels in Hot Orange for 
the new T-Cross Style provide a splash of colour that 
simply refuses to be ignored. SO
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Standard equipment in the new T-Cross S Standard in the T-Cross Life LF Standard in the T-Cross Style ST Optional extra SO
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11The new T-Cross – R-LineStandard equipment in the new T-Cross S Standard in the T-Cross Life LF Standard in the T-Cross Style ST Optional extra SO

All equipment lines listed here are offered by Volkswagen R GmbH. Please refer to www.volkswagen.com for additional information.
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R-Line
Most people like to show off their sporty side. The optional R-Line and R-Line Exterior equipment lines 

make it easier to do so than ever. This is clear from the black 18-inch Nevada alloy wheels, the design strips 

on the side with R-Line logo, the prominent skirts on the doors and the front and rear bumpers. The R-Line 

extras also give the new T-Cross a sportier appearance inside as well – with the multifunction sports steering 

wheel in leather with R-Line logo and decorative stitching, the stainless steel pedals and the sports comfort 

seats in Carbon Flag fabric and seat bolsters with ArtVelours micro fleece on the inner side together with an 

embroidered R-Line logo. SO
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13The new T-Cross – Equipment 

01 Turning heads inside the vehicle: Lizard decorative 
inlays in a compelling 2D look. The décor incorporates 
everything from the dash panel to the front doors to 
create a virtually seamless transition and a fresh, 
modern look accentuated by the indirect ambient 
lighting. ST

02 The practical jumbo box between the front seats 
is more than an adjustable armrest. It provides space 
for storing tissues, soft drink cans, bottles and much 
more. There are two USB ports on the rear of the jumbo 
box, which is convenient for passengers who want to 
charge their devices. LF ST

03 You can manually alter the variable luggage 
compartment floor to meet your requirements with 
ease. Whether you want to use it as a flat storage 
space that makes it easier to pack in large and/or 
heavy objects, lower it to fit in more luggage or take 
it out entirely, you’ll be able to make full use of the 
space and keep things neat and tidy inside the vehicle.
LF ST

04 The new T-Cross with the Style equipment line 
guarantees exceptional comfort thanks, for example, 
to the front sports comfort seats that provide 
optimum support for your back. The heated seats 
ensure that you’ll be comfortable even on cold days. 
And when you need to cool down, you can use the 
built-in Climatronic air conditioning unit. Meanwhile, 
the ambient lighting creates exactly the right mood 
inside the vehicle. This is augmented by the Lizard décor 
with polished coverings in the central console. ST

05 The Life equipment line is designed to make you 
feel right at home from the outset: Highlights includ-
ing the air conditioning unit, folding front passenger 
seat, multifunction steering wheel and Plus multi-
function display turn every journey into a top quality 
experience. LF ST
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Standard equipment in the new T-Cross S Standard in the T-Cross Life LF Standard in the T-Cross Style ST Optional extra SO

For those 
who refuse to fit in.
Everybody demands different things: from life, from themselves, and from 

the car that takes them where they need to go. The equipment lines with 

their various design, function and comfort highlights allow you to tailor your 

T-Cross to your exact requirements.
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15The new T-Cross – Interior comfort
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Standard equipment in the new T-Cross S Standard in the T-Cross Life LF Standard in the T-Cross Style ST Optional extra SO

Spontaneity is 
always a good move.
Life is full of surprises. That’s good, because the new T-Cross is open to any idea or 

impulse. With its folding front passenger seat, sliding rear seat bench and boot capacity 

of up to 455 litres, it is flexible enough to adapt to the situation as it develops – along with 

any surprises.

01 Multiple features for added comfort: The front 
seats with their higher seating position make it easier 
for you to enter and exit the vehicle and ensure good 
all-round visibility. Furthermore, the fully folding 
front passenger seat creates additional space if you 
need to transport long or compact objects on a regular 
basis. LF ST

02 Whether you’re putting shopping bags or suitcases 
in the back, the rear of the vehicle has all the space you 
need. And it can be adapted as required: The sliding 
rear seat bench can be moved as required. You can 
slide it all the way forward, fold it down to create a 
flat loading space or choose to fold down only part of 
it. The choice is yours. S LF ST
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17The new T-Cross – Multimedia & connectivity

03 Expand your cockpit – Car-Net App-Connect 
transfers your smartphone apps to your Infotainment 
system’s touchscreen: Apple CarPlay™, Android Auto™ 
by Google and MirrorLink® – all three innovative tech-
nologies are available inside your vehicle, enabling 
you to take advantage of a range of useful and enter-
taining features. SO

04 Prefer your tunes to have that unique bass rumble? 
The beats sound system by the audio specialists at 
BeatsAudio is designed to provide optimum sound in 
your new T-Cross, wherever you’re sitting. The sub-
woofer¹⁾ produces solid bass tones that are guaranteed 
to shake you to the core. All speakers are supported by 

an eight-channel amplifier with a 300-watt output – 
powerful enough to get your head nodding and your 
passengers singing. SO

05 The Comfort mobile phone interface allows you 
to talk with whomever you please during your journey. 
One extremely practical feature is the integrated shelf 
with inductive charging function. An inductive con-
nection on the exterior antenna guarantees minimal 
disruption to your reception when using the hands-
free feature. You can activate it via the multifunction 
display, the multifunction steering wheel or the radio 
touchscreen. SO
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02 Two USB ports at the rear of the central console 
enable your passengers sitting in the back to charge 
their MP3 player, digital camera or mobile phone with 
ease – you’ll never have to worry about low battery 
again. LF ST

01 Analogue is dead. The Active Info Display allows 
you to enjoy all the benefits of an instrument cluster 
that does much more than just indicate the car’s speed 
and fuel level. From a full-size map to the various 
media features to the digital speedometer, you decide 
exactly what you see on the display. SO

You decide what you want to see: the 26-cm (10.25-inch) Active Info Display shows all 

key vehicle information. As well as a host of useful features, the other multimedia and 

connectivity equipment in the new T-Cross gives you something that is truly indispensable: 

the feeling that you’re in the right car. SO

The full experience
in high resolution.

Standard equipment in the new T-Cross S Standard in the T-Cross Life LF Standard in the T-Cross Style ST Optional extra SO

1) If a subwoofer is installed, the boot has a capacity of 375 litres.
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19The new T-Cross – Driver assist systems & safety
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 Don’t follow the crowd. 
 Go your own way.
Prefer to tread your own path? The new T-Cross does, too. A host of driver assist systems – 

including the Lane Assist lane departure warning system – helps you to overcome critical 

situations or avoid them altogether.

Standard equipment in the new T-Cross S Standard in the T-Cross Life LF Standard in the T-Cross Style ST Optional extra SO

1) Within the system’s limits. 2) The driver must be prepared at all times to override the assist systems. They are not released from their responsibility to drive with the utmost care. 3) Up to 210 km/h.

01 The Lane Assist lane departure warning system 
can – from speeds of 60 km/h – detect whether 
the vehicle is unintentionally leaving its lane.¹⁾ 
The corrective steering assistance feature can prompt 
the driver to return their attention to the road.¹⁾, ²⁾

S

03 The Rear View reversing camera helps you with 
reversing manoeuvres.¹⁾ The camera image on the 
radio display or navigation system shows the area 
behind the vehicle. SO

04 When manoeuvring, the Park Distance Control 
system issues acoustic and visual warnings when it 
detects obstacles in front of and behind the vehicle.¹⁾ 
The integrated manoeuvre braking function can pre-
vent collisions or minimise their impact by applying an 
emergency brake when reversing at speeds of up to 
10 km/h.¹⁾ You can activate the manoeuvre braking func-
tion at the touch of a button, enabling it to intervene 
when the vehicle is driving forwards as well. LF ST

05 The Blind Spot sensor activates LEDs in the rele-
vant exterior mirror to warn you if there is a vehicle 
in your blind spot.¹⁾ When reversing out of a parking 
space, the integrated Rear Traffic Alert system can 
monitor the area behind your vehicle and warn you of 
any traffic that crosses this space.¹⁾ S

02 ACC adaptive cruise control helps you to maintain 
a previously specified top speed³⁾ as well as a suitable 

distance between your vehicle and the one in front 
of you.¹⁾ SO
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21The new T-Cross – Seat covers & décor

0 1 Soft Tell décor 82V S

02 Pineapple décor Deep Iron/Silver 7AB LF

03 Lizard décor Shadow Steel-Black 8DP ST

04 Transition décor²⁾ Black-Platinum Grey 9GE SO

05 Transition décor¹⁾ Black-Energetic Orange 9GD SO

06 Race R-Line décor³⁾ 7CY SO
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Standard equipment in the new T-Cross S Standard in the T-Cross Life LF Standard in the T-Cross Style ST Optional extra SO

Seat upholstery & décor

0 1 Basket cloth seat cover Titanium Black 1JW S

02 Triangle Ties cloth seat cover Titanium Black 3KC LF

03 Hexalink cloth seat cover Titanium Black 1MW ST

04 Diag cloth seat cover Neutral Titanium Black 4BS SO

05 Diag cloth seat cover¹⁾ Titanium Black-Orange/Ceramique 4BP SO

06 Diag cloth seat cover²⁾ Makena Turquoise 4BI SO

07 Carbon Flag R-Line cloth seat cover³⁾ Black-Crystal Grey 1CX SO

 1) Only available with the Energetic Orange design package.
2) Only available with the Bamboo Garden Green design package.
3) Feature offered by Volkswagen R GmbH. Please refer to www.volkswagen.com for additional information.

The illustrations on these pages serve as a general guide only. The printing process cannot render the seat upholstery, 
decorative trim and paint finishes with absolute accuracy. The images of the seats show the model’s basic seat design 
and may vary from an optional higher-quality variant.
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23The new T-Cross – Paint finishes & wheels

 1)  This alloy wheel is only available in the Energetic Orange design package.
2)  This alloy wheel is only available in the Bamboo Garden Green design package.
3) Feature offered by Volkswagen R GmbH. Please refer to www.volkswagen.com for additional information.

Our vehicles are fitted with summer tyres as standard. 

01 16-inch Dublin steel wheel with full wheel cover S

02 16-inch Belmont alloy wheel LF

03 16-inch Rochester alloy wheel in Black, burnished surface SO

04 17-inch Chesterfield alloy wheel ST

05 17-inch Bangalore alloy wheel SO

06 17-inch Manila alloy wheel in Black, burnished surface SO

07 17-inch Manila¹⁾ alloy wheel in Hot Orange SO

08 17-inch Manila alloy wheel²⁾ in Bamboo Garden Green SO

09 17-inch Sebring³⁾ alloy wheel in Grey Metallic, Volkswagen R SO

 10 18-inch Köln alloy wheel in Black, burnished surface SO

 1 1 18-inch Köln¹⁾ alloy wheel in Hot Orange SO

 12 18-inch Köln alloy wheel²⁾ in Bamboo Garden Green SO

 13 18-inch Funchal alloy wheel in Glam Silver SO

 14 18-inch Funchal alloy wheel in Adamantium Dark SO

 1 5 18-inch Nevada alloy wheel³⁾ in Black, burnished surface, Volkswagen R SO
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Paint finishes & wheels

0 1 Urano Grey Solid paint 5K S

02 Pure White Solid paint 0Q SO

03 Black Solid paint A1 SO

04 Flash Red Solid paint D8 SO

05 Reef Blue Metallic paint 0A SO

06 Makena Turquoise Metallic paint 0Z SO

07 Energetic Orange Metallic paint 4M SO

08 Dark Petrol Metallic paint 5M SO

09 Reflex Silver Metallic paint 8E SO

 10 Pale Copper Metallic paint J7 SO

 1 1 Limestone Grey Metallic paint Z1 SO

 12 Deep Black Pearl Effect paint 2T SO

Standard equipment in the new T-Cross S Standard in the T-Cross Life LF Standard in the T-Cross Style ST Optional extra SO

The images on this page show the new T-Cross Style.
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Your Volkswagen dealership

The new T-Cross

The vehicles shown in this brochure may be equipped with optional extras at additional cost. 
All the information regarding equipment and technical data is based on the characteristics of 
the German market and corresponds to the knowledge available at the time of printing. Your 
Volkswagen dealership will be happy to provide you with details on the products available in 
your country. Subject to change, errors excepted. DSG®, 4MOTION® and TSI® are registered 
brands of Volkswagen AG and other companies in the Volkswagen Group in Germany and in 
other countries. The fact that a mark is not shown with an ® sign in this document cannot be 
interpreted to mean that this mark is not a registered mark and/or that this mark can be used 
without prior approval in writing from Volkswagen AG. Volkswagen provides for the return 
and recycling of end-of-life vehicles. All Volkswagen vehicles can therefore be recycled and, 
subject to fulfilment of legal prerequisites, be returned free of charge. Further information 
is available from your Volkswagen dealer, on the Internet at www.volkswagen.com or 
in the Federal Republic of Germany via the free-call phone number 0800 – VOLKSWAGEN 
(0800 – 86 55 79 24 36).
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